
The spring weather of Central California 
was mild with some mixed misty days; and 
the plush green color and flowers bursting 
forth from the recent winter rains made tour-
ing very pleasant in the Gold Country. The 
past several yearly NETR tours have 
brought out more and more people who like 
to tour together with their older cars whether 
they are pre-1916 or post 1915 to 1932. The 
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Continued from page 7 

The friendliness and comradery of the 
NETR tours makes it presence known upon 
arrival. Our nickel era tours are not about 
specific years or makes of cars. Cars on our 
tours range from 1912-1932 and we do not 
discriminate between pre-1916 and post 
1915.  It is about people who drive these 
important automobiles and getting together 
for fellowship to share their interest in all 
collectible automobiles, but mostly the 
nickel era earlier cars through the early 
thirties. This is an opportunity to enjoy an 
drive your pride and joy on a multi-day 
tour  with other enthusiasts  among inter-
esting surroundings and points of interest.  

Ralph and Heidi Elston, Carlsborg, WA stand beside their 1930 
Model A Ford  pickup, which has served as a coffee break and water 
truck on two of our tours. 

John and Wanda Bakich, Bakersfield, CA, 1923 Hudson 
Super 6; Bob and Roxie Carrere’s 1930 Studebaker and 
Richrd Manifor’s  1931 Ford in historic  Columbia 

Alan and Victoria Campbell’s 1923 Rolls Royce and Fred 
and Scheryn Pratt’s 1925  Duesenberg in historic Colum-
bia. 

Lynn and Jeanne Kissel’s Pierce Arrow, a fine replacement tour 
car for his usual pre-registered 1924 Kissel Kar Speedster that had 
a failed generator just before the tour. 

 

Continued on page 11 



 

  

 

 

Jim and Donna Diener , Pasadeena, CA with Bob 
Scott’s 1917 REO 

 

 

Robert and Roxie Carrere, Escalon, CA  drove their great 
performing 1930 Studebaker President 8 Victoria 
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Showcase  #2 of cars seen on This tour 

Dennis and Barbara  Erickson from Fallbrook, CA 
proudly pose  in front of  their 1914 Model T Ford 
Touring. 

Walker and Paula Woolever, Aptos, Ca  brought their elegant 
maroon and white 1924 Marmon 6  34C Touring 

  

 

Greg Long and Ken Sockrider, Holly, Michigan  proudly 
drove this very original  appearing 1932 Pierce Arrow con-
vertible. 

Don and Shirley King, Livermore, CA drove the tour with 
their original 1915 Cadillac V8. Touring 

Barry Monroe and Marvin Brown, West Covina, CA 
brought Barry’s 1922 Dodge Bros. Other passengers: Larali 
Boal , San Dimas, CA and Tim Gerden., Brea, CA.  The 
Dodge had some brake issues on the steep grades. 
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NETR just completed its tenth tour, with a  
diverse mixture of brass and nickel cars. The 
Mother Lode Tour had 40 cars registered 
and 90+ people. The cars ranged from brass 
and nickel Model T’s and          
 
Model A’s to Cadillacs, Dodges, and five 
Pierce Arrows, spanning the years,  (above) 
plus  many other orphan cars in between, 
including many big classics including Lin-
coln, Marmon, Rolls Royce and even a 
Duesenberg. Unfortunately, with the age of 
our membership, we had a few registrants 

who had to drop out at the last minute due to 
health reasons. We missed them and wish 
them well. 
Our tour leaders, Ralph and Carolyn O’Neal 
and Les and Lyla Eddington created the 
sometimes difficult, but beautiful tour routes 
and arranged  
the accommodations, tour stops, activities 
and meals. Tours as detailed as this one, 
with a tour book filled with researched in-
formation about the history of the area and 
compiled by the tour leaders, can create po-
tential errors in turn by turn instructions. It 

Charlie Tosh received the longest dis-
tance award for bringing his 1915 White 
from Canada to the United States. 
David MacMillan and Janet Gibb 
(below) from Zellwood, Florida pur-
chased a 29 Model A Ford to go on our 
tour in California and had it shipped back 
to Florida after the Mother Lode Tour. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Special thanks to Brett Eddington and 
Dave White for volunteering, coordinat-
ing and assistance in parking tow vehi-
cles and trailers everywhere in a very 
difficult parking situation. Thanks to 
Harold Zystra for driving the trouble 
truck and trailer , Ralph and Heidi Elston 
for providing their Model A pickup for 
snacks, coolers with water for roadside 
breaks .and all who stepped up to assist 
in details for registration, souvenir pho-
tos and hospitality suite.. 
Another great tour!! 

In Memorium 
 
We will miss Connie McNeil, La Mesa, CA 
who passed away from cancer a few months 
ago. Ralph is also battling  health issues. We 
wish him well. They attended several of our 
tours with friends Dan and Diane Seeman. 



                                                   LOOKING AHEAD TO 2019 
 
 Touring with the Nickel Registry is fun and challenging as our tours require cars 
that are in good condition mechanically and look good too. Most of our cars on 
the our Nickel EraTouring Registry tours are “drivers”, but many are top show 
cars. Our tours challenge the drivers and the cars as we do not do show and 
shine car shows, where the automobiles remain in a static position. We do not 
do judging!. I am not against these displays if they benefit the club or communi-
ty and may be part of our tour as an scheduled activity for promotion of our hob-
by or support of a local charity or worthy cause. We drive, we visit , we educate, 
have fellowship and we see things to make the  tour memorable as tours used 
to be. We travel up and down mountains and hills, drive on rough roads both 
paved and non paved and encounter all types of weather. If you like this type of 

touring with your car of this era,  I am looking for someone or a Region-
al Group to propose a NETR tour for 2019 as we do not have one 
scheduled. It can be Spring, Summer or Fall . We like to go to areas 
where  we have not  been before and try to spread the tours around the country. 
Members who live in the proposed tour area work out best to coordinate the 
events, lodging etc, as they are usually more familiar with their locale and things 
to see than I  am. As president of NETR, I do not plan tours.  With assistance 
from volunteers, I do a lot of the background stuff. Since we are a legitimate 
non profit corporation, NETR will handle registration for the tour, collection  of 
tour fees, deposits for events or catering, and payment  to vendors for expens-
es for the tour.   We produce the  tour book with your input, develop advertising 
in the Gazette, HCCA website and Nickel Era News, plus provide souvenir pic-
tures, badges and tour bags. It is our intent that Cheryl and I schedule our time 
so we can  attend all NETR  Tours even though we travel a great deal and are 
active in several car clubs. Our tours are open to HCCA members with automo-
biles 1932 and older. We do not discriminate regarding pre-1916. Planning and 

coordinating a tour is a lot of work, but rewarding.  We need a tour for 2019 
and 2020. 
 

Please send me an email of your proposal to:  manifor@aol.com 
or call me (562) 665-0381.  
 
We will be on the road, traveling part of the time, at the farm in Iowa during July, 
home in California in August,  and on the Glidden Tour in Nebraska in Septem-
ber. 
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Check out our website to be upgraded soon:           

 
                    www.NickelTouringRegistry.org 


